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FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES AND MARKETS
BY FRANKLIN ALLEN AND DOUGLAS GALE
A complex financial system comprises both financial markets and financial intermediaries. We distinguish financial intermediaries according to whether they issue complete contingent contracts or incomplete contracts. Intermediaries such as banks that
issue incomplete contracts, e.g., demand deposits, are subject to runs, but this does
not imply a market failure. A sophisticated financial system—a system with complete
markets for aggregate risk and limited market participation—is incentive-efficient, if
the intermediaries issue complete contingent contracts, or else constrained-efficient,
if they issue incomplete contracts. We argue that there may be a role for regulating
liquidity provision in an economy in which markets for aggregate risks are incomplete.
KEYWORDS: Financial intermediation, central banking, efficiency, financial crises,
complete markets, general equilibrium.

1. MARKETS, INTERMEDIARIES, AND CRISES
FOR A LONG TIME, it has been taken as axiomatic that financial crises are best
avoided. We confront this conventional wisdom by showing that, under certain
conditions, a laisser-faire financial system achieves the incentive-efficient or
constrained-efficient allocation.1 Furthermore, constrained efficiency may require financial crises in equilibrium. The assumptions needed to achieve these
efficiency results are restrictive, but no more so than the assumptions normally
required to ensure Pareto-efficiency of Walrasian equilibrium. The important
point is that optimality of avoiding crises should not be taken as axiomatic.
If regulation is required to minimize or obviate the costs of financial crises, it
should be justified by a microeconomic welfare analysis based on standard assumptions. Furthermore, the form of the intervention should be derived from
microeconomic principles. Financial institutions and financial markets exist to
facilitate the efficient allocation of risks and resources. Any government intervention will have an impact on the normal functioning of the financial system.
A policy of preventing financial crises will inevitably create distortions. One of
the advantages of a microeconomic analysis of financial crises is that it clarifies
the costs and benefits of these distortions.
Policy analyses of banking and securities markets tend to be based on very
specific models.2 In the absence of a general equilibrium framework, it is hard
to evaluate the robustness of the results and, ultimately, to answer the question: What precisely are the market failures associated with financial crises?
1

Wallace (1990) suggests that bank runs might be efficient. Examples of efficient bank runs
were provided by Alonso (1996) and Allen and Gale (1998). Here we provide general sufficient
conditions for the efficiency of financial crises.
2
See Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993) for a survey. For examples of more recent work that
stresses the analysis of welfare, see Matutes and Vives (1996, 2000).
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In this paper, we take a step toward developing a general model to analyze market failures in the financial sector and study a complex, decentralized, financial
system comprising both financial markets and financial intermediaries.3 For
the most part, the seminal models of bank runs, such as Bryant (1980) and
Diamond and Dybvig (1983), analyze the behavior of a single bank and consist
of a contracting problem followed by a coordination problem.4 We combine recent developments in the theory of banking with further innovations to model
a complex financial system. The model has several interesting features: it introduces markets into a general-equilibrium theory of institutions; it endogenizes
the cost of forced liquidation;5 it allows for a fairly general specification of the
economic environment; it allows for interaction between liquidity and asset
pricing;6 and it allows us to analyze the regulation of the financial system using
the standard tools of welfare economics.
In our model, intermediaries have two functions. Following Diamond and
Dybvig (1983), intermediaries are providers of insurance services. By pooling
the assets of individuals with uncertain preference for liquidity they can provide a higher degree of liquidity for any given level of returns on the portfolio.
Their second function is to provide risk sharing services by packaging existing
claims on behalf of investors who do not have access to markets. In this respect
the intermediary operates more like a mutual fund, but both functions are essential to the operation of an optimal intermediary. Financial intermediaries
3

In this paper we use the term “financial markets” narrowly to denote markets for securities.
Other authors have allowed for markets in which mechanisms are traded (e.g., Bisin and Gottardi
(2000)). We prefer to call this intermediation. Formally, the two activities are similar, but in
practice the economic institutions are quite different.
4
Early models of financial crises were developed in the 1980’s by Bryant (1980) and Diamond
and Dybvig (1983). Important contributions were also made by Chari and Jagannathan (1988),
Chari (1989), Champ, Smith, and Williamson (1996), Jacklin (1986), Jacklin and Bhattacharya
(1988), Postlewaite and Vives (1987), Wallace (1988, 1990), and others. Theoretical research on
speculative currency attacks, banking panics, the role of liquidity and contagion have taken a
number of approaches. One is built on the foundations provided by early research on bank runs
(e.g., Hellwig (1994, 1998), Diamond (1997), Allen and Gale (1998, 1999, 2000a, 2000b), Peck
and Shell (1999), Chang and Velasco (2000, 2001), and Diamond and Rajan (2001)). Other approaches include those based on macroeconomic models of currency crises that developed from
the insights of Krugman (1979), Obstfeld (1986), and Calvo (1988) (see, e.g., Corsetti, Pesenti,
and Roubini (1999) for a recent contribution and Flood and Marion (1999) for a survey), game
theoretic models (see Morris and Shin (1998), Morris (2000), and Morris and Shin (2000) for an
overview), amplification mechanisms (e.g., Cole and Kehoe (2000) and Chari and Kehoe (2000)),
and the borrowing of foreign currency by firms (e.g., Aghion, Bacchetta, and Banerjee (2000)).
5
Most of the literature, following Diamond and Dybvig (1983), assumes the existence of a
technology for liquidating projects. Here we assume that a financially distressed institution sells
assets to other institutions. This realistic feature of the model has important implications for
welfare analysis. Ex post, liquidation does not entail a deadweight cost because assets are merely
transferred from one owner to another. Ex ante, liquidation can result in inefficient risk sharing,
but only if markets for hedging the risk are incomplete.
6
In particular, there is a role for cash-in-the-market pricing (Allen and Gale (1994)).
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have many other functions, of course, including payments, information gathering, lending, and underwriting, but we ignore these for the purpose of focusing
on risk sharing and macroeconomic stability.
We distinguish between intermediaries that can offer complete contingent
contracts and intermediaries that can only offer incomplete contracts. An example of the latter would be banks that can only offer deposit contracts. With complete contracts, the consequences of default can be anticipated and included
in the contract, so without loss of generality we can assume default does not
occur. With incomplete contracts, however, default can improve welfare by increasing the contingency of the contract (see, e.g., Zame (1993)).
Aggregate risk in our model takes the form of shocks to asset returns and
preferences. Formally, there is a finite set of aggregate states of nature that determines asset returns and preferences. We contrast economies with complete
markets, in which there is a complete set of Arrow securities, one for each
aggregate state, from economies with incomplete markets, in which the set of
Arrow securities is less than the number of aggregate states. This produces
a 2 × 2 classification of models, according to the completeness of contracts
and markets:
Complete markets

Incomplete markets

Complete contracts

incentive-efficient

not efficient

Incomplete contracts

constrained-efficient

not efficient

Financial crises do occur in our model, but are not necessarily a source of market failure. A sophisticated financial system provides optimal liquidity and risk
sharing, where a financial system is “sophisticated” if markets for aggregate
risks are complete and market participation is incomplete. Efficiency depends
on the completeness of markets but does not depend on whether contracts are
complete or incomplete.
These results provide a benchmark for evaluating government intervention
and regulation. If a sophisticated financial system leads to an incentive-efficient
or constrained-efficient allocation, what precisely is the role of the government
or central bank in intervening in the financial system? What can the government or central bank do that private institutions and the market cannot do?
Our efficiency theorems assume that markets for aggregate risk are complete.
Missing markets may provide a role for government intervention.
In addition, the model provides some important insights into the working
of complex financial systems. We include a series of examples to illustrate the
properties of the model. In particular, we show that, in some cases, (a) existence and optimality require that equilibria be “mixed,” that is, identical banks
choose very different risk strategies; (b) default and crises are optimal when
markets are complete and contracts incomplete; (c) asset pricing in a crisis is
determined by the amount of liquidity in the market as well as by the asset
returns; and (d) risk sharing is suboptimal with incomplete markets.
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Our results are related to a small but important literature that seeks to extend the traditional intermediation literature in a more general equilibrium
direction. von Thadden (1999) also studies an integrated model of demand
deposits and anonymous markets. Martin (2000) addresses the question of
whether liquidity provision by the central bank can prevent crises without creating a moral hazard problem. Gromb and Vayanos (2001) study asset pricing
in a model of collateralized arbitrage.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the primitives of the model. Section 3 explores the welfare properties of liquidity provision and risk sharing in the context of an economy with a sophisticated
financial system in which institutions take the form of general intermediaries.
Section 4 shows that incomplete participation is critical for the optimality results achieved in the previous two sections. Section 5 extends this analysis to
an economy with a sophisticated financial system in which institutions use incomplete contracts. In Section 6, we consider an economy with incomplete
markets and characterize the conditions under which welfare can be increased
by in some cases increasing and in some cases decreasing liquidity. Section 7
contains some final remarks and some of the proofs are gathered together in
the Appendix.
2. THE BASIC ECONOMY
There are three dates t = 0 1 2 and a single good at each date. The good is
used for consumption and investment.
The economy is subject to two kinds of uncertainty. First, individual agents
are subject to idiosyncratic preference shocks, which affect their demand for
liquidity (these will be described later). Second, the entire economy is subject
to aggregate shocks that affect asset returns and the cross-sectional distribution
of preferences. The aggregate shocks are represented by a finite number of
states of nature, indexed by η ∈ H. At date 0, all agents have a common prior
probability density ν(η) over the states of nature. All uncertainty is resolved at
the beginning of date 1, when the state η is revealed and each agent discovers
his individual preference shock.
Each agent has an endowment of one unit of the good at date 0 and no
endowment at dates 1 and 2. So, in order to provide consumption at dates
1 and 2, they need to invest.
There are two assets distinguished by their returns and liquidity structure.
One is a short-term asset (the short asset), and the other is a long-term asset
(the long asset). The short asset is represented by a storage technology: one
unit invested in the short asset at date t = 0 1 yields a return of one unit at
date t + 1. The long asset yields a return after two periods. One unit of the
good invested in the long asset at date 0 yields a random return of R(η) > 1
units of the good at date 2 if state η is realized.
Investors’ preferences are distinguished ex ante and ex post. At date 0 there
is a finite number n of types of investors, indexed by i = 1     n. We call i an
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investor’s ex ante type. An investor’s ex ante type is common knowledge and
hence contractible. The measure of investors of type i is denoted
by µi > 0.

The total measure of investors is normalized to one so that i µi = 1.
While investors of a given ex ante type are identical at date 0, they receive a
private, idiosyncratic, preference shock at the beginning of date 1. The date 1
preference shock is denoted by θi ∈ Θi , where Θi is a finite set. We call θi the
investor’s ex post type. Because θi is private information, contracts cannot be
explicitly contingent on θi .
Investors only value consumption at dates 1 and 2. An investor’s preferences
are represented by a von Neumann–Morgenstern utility function, ui (c1  c2 ; θi ),
where ct denotes consumption at date t = 1 2. The utility function ui (·; θi ) is
assumed to be concave, increasing, and continuous for every type θi . Diamond
and Dybvig (1983) assumed that consumers were one of two ex post types,
either early diers who valued consumption at date 1 or late diers who valued consumption at date 2. This is a special case of the preference shock θi .
The present framework allows for much more general preference uncertainty.
The probability of being an investor of type (i θi ) conditional on state η
is denoted by λi (θi  η) > 0. The probability of being an agent of type i is µi .
Consistency therefore requires that

λi (θi  η) = µi  ∀ η ∈ H
θi

By the usual “law of large numbers” convention, the cross-sectional distribution of types is assumed to be the same as the probability distribution λ. We can
therefore interpret λi (θi  η) as the number of agents of type (i θi ) in state η.
3. OPTIMAL INTERMEDIATION
Intermediaries have two broad functions in this model. First, because individual investors do not have access to markets for sharing aggregate risk,
intermediaries trade existing claims on their behalf to produce a synthetic
risk-sharing contract for the investors. In this respect, they are like mutual
funds. Secondly, as in the Diamond–Dybvig model, intermediaries provide
investors with insurance against the preference shocks. One difference from
the Diamond–Dybvig model is that intermediaries cannot physically liquidate
projects when they need liquidity. Instead, they sell assets on the capital market at date 1. Because there is no physical cost of liquidating assets, liquidation
is ex post efficient: the buyer’s loss is the seller’s gain and vice versa.
In this section we assume that financial institutions take the form of general
intermediaries. Each intermediary offers a single contract and each ex ante
type is attracted to a different intermediary. Contracts are contingent on the
aggregate states η and individuals’ reports of their ex post types, subject to
incentive compatibility constraints.
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One can, of course, imagine a world in which a single “universal” intermediary offers contracts to all ex ante types of investors. A universal intermediary
could act as a central planner and implement the first-best allocation of risk.
There would be no reason to resort to markets at all. Our world view is based
on the assumption that transaction costs preclude this kind of centralized solution and that decentralized intermediaries are restricted in the number of
different contracts they can offer. This assumption provides a role for financial
markets in which financial intermediaries can share risk and obtain liquidity.
At the same time, financial markets alone will not suffice to achieve optimal risk sharing. Because individual economic agents have private information,
markets for individual risks are incomplete. The markets that are available will
not achieve an incentive-efficient allocation of risk. Intermediaries, by contrast, can offer individuals incentive-compatible contracts and improve on the
risk sharing provided by the market.
In the Diamond–Dybvig (Diamond and Dybvig (1983)) model, all investors
are ex ante identical. Consequently, a single representative bank can provide
complete risk sharing and there is no need for markets to provide crosssectional risk sharing across banks. Allen and Gale (1994) showed that differences in risk and liquidity preferences can be crucial in explaining asset prices.
This is another reason for allowing for ex ante heterogeneity.
3.1. Markets
At date 0 investors deposit their endowments with an intermediary in exchange for a general risk sharing contract. The intermediaries have access to a
complete set of Arrow security markets at date 0. For each aggregate state η
there is a security traded at date 0 that promises one unit of the good at date 1
if state η is observed and nothing otherwise. Let q(η) denote the price of one
unit of the Arrow security corresponding to state η, that is, the number of units
of the good at date 0 needed to buy one unit of the good in state η at date 1.
All uncertainty is resolved at the beginning of date 1. Consequently there
is no need to trade contingent securities at date 1. Instead, we assume there
is a spot market and a forward market for the good at date 1. The good at
date 1 is the numeraire so p1 (η) = 1; the price of the good at date 2 for sale
at date 1 is denoted by p2 (η), i.e., p2 (η) is the number of units of the good
at date 1 needed to purchase one unit of the good at date 2 in state η. Let
p(η) = (p1 (η) p2 (η)) = (1 p2 (η)) denote the vector of goods prices at date 1
in state η.
Note that we do not assume the existence of a technology for physically liquidating projects. Instead, we follow Allen and Gale (1998, 2000b) in assuming
that an institution in distress sells long-term assets to other institutions. From
the point of view of the economy as a whole, the long-term assets cannot be
liquidated—someone has to hold them.
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3.2. Intermediation Mechanisms
Investors participate in markets indirectly, through intermediaries. An intermediary is a risk-sharing institution that invests in the short and long assets
on behalf of investors and provides them with consumption at dates 1 and 2.
Intermediaries use markets to hedge the risks that they manage for investors.
Each investor of type i gives his endowment (one unit of the good) to an
intermediary of type i at date 0. In exchange, he gets a bundle of goods
xi (θi  η) ∈ R2+ at dates 1 and 2 in state η if he reports the ex post type θi .
In effect, the function xi = {xi (θi  η)} is a direct mechanism that maps agents’
reports into feasible consumption allocations.7
A feasible mechanism is incentive-compatible. The appropriate definition
of the incentive-compatibility constraint must take into account the fact that
agents can use the short asset to store the good from date 1 to date 2. Suppose
that the agent receives a consumption bundle xi (θi  η) from the intermediary.
By saving, he can obtain any consumption bundle c ∈ R2+ such that
(1)

c1 ≤ xi1 (θi  η)

2

t=1

ct ≤

2


xit (θi  η)

t=1

Let C(xi (θi  η)) denote the set of consumption bundles satisfying (1). The
maximum utility that can be obtained from the consumption bundle xi (θi  η)
by saving is denoted by u∗i (xi (θi  η) θi ) and defined by
u∗i (xi (θi  η) θi ) = sup{ui (c θi ) : c ∈ C(xi (θi  η))}
Then the incentive constraint with saving can be written as:
(2)

ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) ≥ u∗i (xi (θ̂i  η) θi )

∀ θi  θ̂i ∈ Θi  ∀ η ∈ H

Notice that by placing ui (·) on the left-hand side of (2), we ensure that even a
truth-telling agent will not want to save outside of the intermediary. There
is no loss of generality in this restriction, since the intermediary can tailor
the timing of consumption to the agent’s needs. Let Xi denote the set of
incentive-compatible mechanisms when the depositor has access to the storage technology.
7
A direct mechanism is normally a function that assigns a unique outcome to each profile of
types chosen by the investors. In a symmetric direct mechanism, the outcome for a single investor
depends only on the individual’s report and the distribution of reports by other investors. In a
truth-telling equilibrium, the reports of other investors are given by the distribution λ(· η) so
a symmetric direct mechanism should properly be written xi (θi  λ(· η) η) but since λ(· η) is
given as a function of η there is no loss of generality in suppressing the reference to λ(· η).
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3.3. Equilibrium
Recall that each intermediary issues a single contract and serves a single
ex ante type of investor. We denote by i the representative intermediary that
trades with the ex ante investor type i. The representative intermediary i takes
in deposits of µi units of the good at date 0 and invests in yi ≥ 0 units of the
short asset and µi − yi ≥ 0 units of the long asset. In exchange it offers depositors an incentive-compatible mechanism xi . Given the prevailing prices (p q),
a mechanism xi and investment portfolio yi yield nonnegative profits for the
intermediary if it satisfies the following “budget constraint:”


(3)
q(η)
λi (θi  η)p(η) · xi (θi  η)
η

≤



θi



q(η)p(η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 

η

(In equilibrium, free entry will drive the value of profits to zero.) In state η,
the cost of goods given to investors who report θi is p(η) · xi (θi  η) and there
are λ(θi  η) such agents, so summing
 across ex post types θi we get the total
cost of the mechanism in state η as θi λ(θi  η)p(η) · xi (θi  η). Multiplying by
the cost of one unit of the good at date 1 in state η and summing over states η
gives the total cost of the mechanism, in terms of units of the good at date 0, as
the left-hand side of (3). The right-hand side is the total value of investments
by the intermediary. In state η the short asset yields yi units of the good at
date 1 and the long asset yields (µi − yi )R(η) units of the good at date 2 so
the total value of the portfolio is p(η) · (yi  (µi − yi )R(η)). Multiplying by the
price of a unit of the good at date 1 in state η and summing across states gives
the total value of the investments by the intermediary, in terms of units of the
good at date 0.
An intermediated allocation specifies an incentive-compatible mechanism xi
and a feasible portfolio yi for each representative intermediary i = 1     n.
An intermediated allocation {(xi  yi )} is attainable if it satisfies the marketclearing conditions at dates 1 and 2, that is,


(4)
λi (θi  η)xi1 (θi  η) ≤
yi  ∀ η
θi

i

i

and
(5)





λi (θi  η) xi1 (θi  η) + xi2 (θi  η)

θi

i

=


i

yi + (µi − yi )R(η)

∀ η
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Condition (4) says that the total consumption at date 1 in each state η must
be less than or equal to the supply of the good (equal to the amount of the
short asset). Condition (4) is an inequality because it is possible to transform an
excess of the short asset at date 1 into consumption at date 2. Condition (5) says
that the sum of consumption over the two periods is equal to the total returns
from the two assets. Alternatively, we can read this as saying that consumption
at date 2 is equal to the return on the long asset plus whatever is left over from
date 1.
An intermediary offers a contract xi ∈ Xi that maximizes the profit per contract, subject to a participation constraint

η

λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) ≥ ūi 

θi

where ūi is the maximum expected utility the ith type can obtain from any
other contract in the market. Hence, a pure intermediated equilibrium consists
of a price system (p∗  q∗ ) and an attainable allocation {(x∗i  yi∗ )} such that, for
every intermediary i, the choice of mechanism x∗i and portfolio yi∗ solves the
decision problem
max





q∗ (η)p∗ (η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η)

η

−



q∗ (η)

η



λi (θi  η)p∗ (η) · xi (θi  η) subject to

θi

xi ∈ Xi 


λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) ≥
λ(θi  η)ui (x∗i (θi  η) θi )
η

θi

η

θi

and equilibrium profits are zero:


q∗ (η)

η

=





λi (θi  η)p∗ (η) · xi (θi  η)

θi



q∗ (η)p∗ (η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 

η

Competition and free entry force the intermediaries to undercut one another by offering more attractive contracts to the investors. In equilibrium,
the contract chosen maximizes the welfare of the typical depositor subject to
a zero-profit constraint. (On the one hand, no intermediary will offer a contract that earns negative profits and, on the other, if the contract earns positive
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profits or fails to maximize the investor’s expected utility, an entrant can steal
customers and still make positive profits.) Hence, the intermediary’s decision
problem is equivalent to the following:
(6)

max


η

λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi )

subject to

θi

xi ∈ Xi 


q(η)
λi (θi  η)p(η) · xi (θi  η)
η

≤



θi



q(η)p(η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 

η

In a pure equilibrium, we assume that all intermediaries serving type i
choose the same portfolio and contract. To ensure the existence of equilibrium, we need to allow for the possibility that intermediaries of type i make
different choices. A mixed allocation is defined by a finite set of numbers {ρj }

j
j
and allocations {(xi  yi )} such that ρj ≥ 0 and j ρj = 1. A mixed allocation
represents the following situation. The population is divided into groups. Each
group j is a representative sample of size ρj , that is, the relative frequency of
ex ante types in group j is the same as in the population at large. Each ex ante
j
type i in group j is served by an intermediary that offers a contract xi and
j
j
j
chooses a portfolio yi . In a sense, we can think of (xi  yi ) as a pure allocation
for group j, except that there is no requirement for group j to be self-sufficient
(there can be trade among groups) and each type i must be indifferent among
the different groups in equilibrium.

j
j
A mixed allocation is attainable if the mean {(xi  yi )} = j ρj {(xi  yi )} satisfies the market-clearing conditions (4) and (5). Note that {(xi  yi )} may not
j
j
be an allocation: even if each (xi  yi ) belongs to Xi the mean (xi  yi ) may not,
because the set Xi is not convex.
A mixed intermediated equilibrium consists of a price system (p q) and a
j
j
mixed attainable allocation {(ρj  xi  yi )} such that for every intermediary i, and
j
j
every subgroup j, the choice (xi  yi ) solves the decision problem (6).
ASSUMPTION 1 (Nonempty Interior): For any ex ante type i = 1     n, for
any consumption bundle xi ∈ Xi and price system p ∈ P, and for any ε > 0, either

η


p(η) ·


θi


λ(θi  η)xi (θi  η) = 0
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or there exists a bundle xi within a distance ε of xi such that








p(η) ·
λ(θi  η)xi (θi  η) <
p(η) ·
λ(θi  η)xi (θi  η) 
η

θi

η

θi

THEOREM 1: Under the maintained assumptions, there exists a mixed intermediated equilibrium, if Assumption 1 is satisfied.
For the proof see “Existence of Equilibrium: An Addendum to ‘Financial Intermediaries and Markets’ ” at http://www.nyu.edu/econ/user/galed/
papers.html.
A pure equilibrium is a special case of a mixed equilibrium, but there is no
guarantee that pure equilibria exist. In fact, we show in Section 5.1 that pure
equilibria fail to exist in straightforward cases.
For some purposes it is useful to interpret a mixed intermediated equilibrium as a pure intermediated equilibrium with a different set of ex ante types.
Let (i j) denote the new ex ante subtype consisting of investors in the subgroup j of ex ante type i and let µij = ρj µi denote the measure of investors in
the new ex ante type (i j). Notice that we have to define a distinct economy for
every mixed intermediated equilibrium. This is because the weights µij depend
on the endogenous variables ρj . In a mixed equilibrium, all agents of given ex
ante type i receive the same expected utility. Thus, the expected utility of subtype (i j) is the same as the expected utility of type (i j  ) for any given type i.
Taking the weights {µij } as given, we might be able to find other pure equilibria
of the artificial economy, but they would not necessarily be mixed equilibria
of the original economy, because they would not necessarily satisfy this equilibrium condition. For most purposes, this is not an issue, so without loss of
generality we can restrict attention to pure equilibria.
3.4. Efficiency
Under mild assumptions, we can show that the equilibrium allocation is
incentive-efficient. An attainable allocation (x y) = {(xi  yi )} is incentive efj
j
ficient if there does not exist an attainable mixed allocation {(ρj  xi  yi )}
such that


j
λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) ≥
λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi )
η

θi

η

θi

for every (i j) with strict inequality for some (i j). (This definition differs from
Pareto efficiency only to the extent that we restrict attention to the incentivecompatible mechanisms xi ∈ Xi .)
In order to prove the incentive-efficiency of equilibrium, we need an additional regularity condition:
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ASSUMPTION 2 (Local Nonsatiation): For any ex ante type i = 1     n, for
any mechanism xi ∈ Xi , and for any ε > 0, there exists a mechanism xi ∈ Xi
within a distance ε of xi such that


λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) >
λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi )
η

θi

η

θi

REMARK 1: This assumption is the counterpart of the nonsatiability assumptions used in the classical theorems of welfare economics. It requires more than
the nonsatiability of each ex post type’s utility function, ui (· θi ), however, because the incentive constraints must be satisfied also. To illustrate the meaning
of Assumption 2, consider the following example. There are two ex post types,
θi = 1 2, with utility functions ui (c 1) and ui (c 2). The utility functions are
defined as follows:
ui (c 1) = c1 + c2 
ui (c 2) = c1 + c2

if

c1 + c2 ≤ 1

and for any utility level ū > 1, we denote the indifference curve consisting
of the locus of consumption bundles yielding ū to an agent of type θi = 2 by
Ii (ū 2) and define it by putting


ū + 1
Ii (ū 2) = (c1  c2 ) = (1 − α)
 αū : 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 
2
Notice that both types have linear indifference curves, but their indifference
curves have different slopes at consumption bundles c = (c1  c2 ) such that
c1 + c2 > 1. Now consider an incentive-compatible mechanism xi satisfying
xi (1 η) = (1 0) and xi (2 η) = (0 1). Both incentive constraints (2) are just
satisfied. Any mechanism xi that is ε-close to xi and makes type i better off ex
ante must make at least one of the ex post types better off and the incentive
constraint then requires that the other ex post type be better off too. In other
words, both of the consumption bundles xi (1 η) and xi (2 η) must lie above
the line c1 + c2 = 1. Above the line c1 + c2 = 1, the two ex post types have linear
indifference curves and the indifference curve of type 2 is steeper than that of
ex post type 1. Since xi (θi  η) is very close to xi (θi  η) for θi = 1 2, at least one
type θi must envy the other. Thus, local nonsatiation is not satisfied.
This example turns on the difference between lower hemi-continuity and
upper hemi-continuity. A convergent sequence of incentive-compatible allocations will have an incentive-compatible limit, but it may not be possible to approximate a given incentive-compatible allocation by a sequence of
incentive-compatible allocations from certain directions. The line c1 + c2 = 1
contains many incentive-compatible allocations but most of these cannot be
approximated from above by a sequence of incentive-compatible allocations.
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THEOREM 2: Under the maintained assumptions, if (p q x y) is an intermediated equilibrium and Assumption 2 is satisfied, then the allocation (x y) is
incentive-efficient.
For the proof see the Appendix.
Theorem 2 is in the spirit of Prescott and Townsend (1984a, 1984b), but the
present model takes the decentralization of the incentive-efficient allocation
a step further. Markets are used in Prescott and Townsend (1984a, 1984b) to
allocate mechanisms to agents at the first date. After the first date all trade is
intermediated by the mechanism. Here, markets are also used for sharing risk
and for intertemporal smoothing and intermediaries are active participants in
markets at each date. In Section 4 we show that efficiency requires that individuals do not have access to financial markets. To this extent, we follow
Prescott–Townsend in assuming that individuals’ trade is intermediated by the
mechanism. In Section 5, we consider incomplete contracts and the possibility
of default. In the event of default, individuals’ trade is no longer intermediated
by the mechanism.
REMARK 2: An important qualification to the incentive-efficiency of the intermediated equilibrium is the “equilibrium selection” implicit in the definition of equilibrium. Following the standard principal-agent approach (see,
e.g., Grossman and Hart (1983)), we allow the principal (the intermediary),
to choose the actions of the agents (the investors), subject to an incentivecompatibility constraint.
REMARK 3: The incentive-efficiency of equilibrium is in marked contrast to
the results in Bhattacharya and Gale (1987). The difference is explained by
the informational assumptions. In the model above, there is no asymmetry of
information in the markets for Arrow securities. Once the state η is observed,
all aggregate uncertainty is resolved. The distribution of ex post types in each
intermediary is a function of η and hence becomes common knowledge once
η is revealed. Trading Arrow securities at date 0 is sufficient to provide optimal insurance against all aggregate shocks at date 1. In Bhattacharya and
Gale (1987), by contrast, an intermediary’s true demand for liquidity is private
information at date 1. Markets for Arrow securities cannot provide incentiveefficient insurance against private shocks.
While symmetry of information in financial markets is a useful benchmark,
one can easily imagine circumstances in which intermediaries have private information, for example, the intermediary knows the distribution of ex post
types among its depositors, but outsiders do not. In that case, providing
incentive-efficient insurance to the intermediaries would require us to supplement markets for Arrow securities with an incentive-compatible insurance
mechanism, as in Bhattacharya and Gale (1987).
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3.5. Examples
In this section we consider a series of numerical examples with complete
markets and complete contracts with respect to aggregate states. These provide an efficient benchmark for subsequent examples with incomplete markets
and/or contracts. We look first at an example of asset-return shocks and then
look at an example with liquidity shocks.
Return Shocks
EXAMPLE 1: We assume there is a single ex ante type of investor with
Diamond–Dybvig preferences. There are two ex post types, early consumers
(θ = 1) and late consumers (θ = 2). The utility function is

log c1  θ = 1,
u(c1  c2  θ) =
log c2  θ = 2.
The probability of being an early consumer is one half, independently of the
aggregate state η. There are two equally likely aggregate states η = 1 2 and
the return on the long asset at date 2 is contingent on the state:
R(1) = r;

R(2) = 2

Different equilibria are generated by varying r.
Since investors are ex ante identical, the open interest in Arrow securities
will be 0 in equilibrium.
Since the investors are either early or late consumers, the optimal bundles
will be of the form x(θ η) = {(c1 (η) 0) (0 c2 (η))} with early consumers consuming c1 (η) at date 1 and late consumers consuming c2 (η) at date 2. The
market-clearing conditions are
(7)

5c1 (η) ≤ y

(8)

5c1 (η) + 5c2 (η) = y + (1 − y)R(η)

for η = 1 2.
The form of the equilibrium depends on whether (7) is binding. In the first
type of equilibrium, it binds in both states; in the second, it only binds in state 2;
in the third, it does not bind in either state.
EXAMPLE 1A: For R(1) = r > 1, equilibrium is unique and 5c1 (η) = y in
both states. A typical equilibrium with r = 15 is shown in Table I. The intermediary puts 5 in the safe asset and 5 in the risky asset. The early consumers
receive 1 at date 1 irrespective of the state, and late consumers receive 15
in state 1 and 2 in state 2. With these allocations it is clear that the incentive
constraint does not bind. No late consumer would choose 1 at date 1 rather
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES
Example

1A
1B
1C
2 A:
2 N:
3
4A
4B
4C S:
4C B:

r

y

(q(1) p2 (1))

(q(2) p2 (2))

(c1 (1) c2 (1))

(c1 (2) c2 (2))

E[U]

15
5
3
5

5
64
79
5
10
5
5
49
67
0

(5 67)
(61 1)
(59 1)
(5 8)

(5 5)
(39 89)
(41 1)
(5 8)

(4 94)
(33–75 25–1)
(55–77 70–98)
(65 90)

(6 42)
(25–67 38–1)
(45–33 53–73)
(35 1)

(1 15)
(82 82)
(85 85)
(1 125)
(0 25)
(125 133)
(1 15)
(97 97)
(95 95)
(77 77)

(1 2)
(128 144)
(121 121)
(1 125)
(0 475)
(83 2)
(1 2)
(97 205)
(95 141)
(141 141)

275
054
016
112
1250
213
275
157
045
045

16
15
95
5

than 15 or 2 at date 2. The Arrow securities are priced at 5 for both states.
The date 1 spot price of consumption is higher in state 1 than state 2 because
date 2 consumption is lower and marginal utility is higher in state 1.
EXAMPLE 1B: For 4 ≤ r < 1, the unique pure intermediated equilibrium
is such that the consumption profile satisfies 5c1 (1) < y and 5c1 (2) = y. In
state 1, the returns to the long asset are so low that some of the short asset
must be saved to provide consumption at date 2; in state 2, all of the short asset
is consumed at date 1. In order for the intermediaries to be willing to hold the
short asset between date 1 and date 2 in state 1, the price must be equal to 1.
Thus, consumption is equalized across time in state 1. The amount invested in
the short asset rises as the expected payoff on the long asset falls. Table I illustrates the equilibrium values for the case where r = 5. The amount invested
in the safe asset has moved up to 64, in state 1 p2 (1) = 1, and consumption is
the same at both dates.
EXAMPLE 1C: It remains to consider the case 0 ≤ r ≤ 4. As r continues to
fall the intermediary invests more in the short asset and less in the long asset.
The total output and consumption in state 2 are also falling and for r < 4
the consumption at date 1 is less than the holding of the short asset in both
states: 5c1 (η) < y. Consumption is equalized across time in both states. The
equilibrium values corresponding to r = 3 are given in Table I. Here y = 78,
p1 (1) = p2 (1) = 1, and in both states consumptions are equated at each date.
The next example introduces a second ex ante type consisting of risk neutral
investors. The purpose of this example is to illustrate how the Arrow securities allow cross-sectional risk sharing and to show their role in ensuring an
incentive-efficient allocation.
EXAMPLE 2: There are two ex ante types of investors, the risk averse investors, denoted by A, and the risk neutral investors denoted by N. The period
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utility functions are UA (c) = log(c) and UN (c) = c, respectively. The measure
of each type is normalized to 1 and each type has a probability 5 of being an
early or late consumer. Otherwise things are the same as in Example 1.
As in Example 1, the qualitative features of the equilibrium depend on
whether some of the short asset is carried over from date 1 to date 2. One
case is sufficient to illustrate how the Arrow securities allow risk to be shared.
For r ≥ 4 the allocation is the same as in Example 1A, except that all uncertainty is absorbed by the risk neutral type. The equilibrium portfolios are
yA = 5 and yN = 0, for the representative intermediaries of type A and type N,
respectively.
Table I gives the equilibrium values for the case where r = 5. The marketclearing prices are q(1) = 5, q(2) = 5, p2 (1) = 8, p2 (2) = 8. The portfolio
returns (receipts) of each intermediary and consumption of each type are given
as follows:


y  R(η)(1 − yA )

 A
y  R(η)(1 − yN )

 N
c (η) cA2 (η)

 A1
cN1 (η) cN2 (η)

State 1
(5 25)
(0 5)
(1 125)
(0 25)

State 2
(5 1)
(0 2)
(1 125)
(0 475)

Risk sharing between the intermediaries for the two groups is achieved through
trading in the Arrow security markets at date 0 and the spot consumption
markets at date 1. In state 1 the type A intermediaries have 5 of the good
from their short asset holdings. They have promised each of their 5 early
consumers 1 unit of the good each so they can simply pay out what they receive from the short asset to meet their obligations. At date 2 they receive 25
from their holdings of the long asset. They have promised their 5 late consumers 125 each. The deficit is 5 × 125 − 25 = 375. To ensure that they
have this, they need to use the η = 1 Arrow security and the spot market
at date 1. They purchase 3 units of the η = 1 Arrow security at date 0 for
q(1) × 3 = 5 × 3 = 15 and then use the 3 they receive at date 1 in state 1 to
purchase 3/p2 (1) = 3/8 = 375 of the date 2 good in the date 1 spot market.
At date 0 they finance the 15 needed to purchase the η = 1 Arrow security by
selling 375 of the good at date 2 in state 2 and 3 of the η = 2 Arrow security. Since they have 1 unit of output from their long asset at date 2, this will
leave them with 625 of the good to pay out to their 5 late consumers who receive 125 each. The type N’s are willing to take the other side of these trades
since they are risk neutral. It can be seen that this improvement in risk sharing
increases the expected utility of type A’s from 054 in Example 1B to 112 here.
There are other intermediated equilibria corresponding to these parameter
values. In particular, the portfolio holdings of the type-A intermediaries are
not uniquely determined. For example, the type-A intermediaries could hold
less of the short term asset and more of the long term asset, as long as this is
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offset by changes in the holdings of the type-N intermediaries. As long as the
aggregate portfolio remains the same, investors’ consumption and welfare is
unchanged.
Liquidity Shocks
The uncertainty in Examples 1 and 2 is generated by shocks to asset returns.
Similar results can be obtained by assuming aggregate uncertainty about the
demand for liquidity.
EXAMPLE 3: This example is similar to Example 1. There are two main differences. First, it is assumed that there is no uncertainty about the return to
the long asset:
R(1) = R(2) = r
Second, there is aggregate uncertainty about the demand for liquidity. The
states η = 1 2 are equally likely but now the proportions of early and late
consumers differ across states:
Proportion

State 1

State 2

Early consumers

.4

.6

Late consumers

.6

.4

By varying r we can generate the same phenomena as in the case of return
shocks. Rather than go through all the different cases, we illustrate a pure intermediated equilibrium for the case r = 16. The equilibrium values are shown
in Table I. For this case the aggregate liquidity constraint binds in both states
because the return on the long asset is high. At date 1 all the proceeds from
the short asset are used for consumption. In state 1 aggregate liquidity needs
are low at date 1. Since consumption is split evenly among early consumers,
per capita consumption is high compared to state 2 where aggregate liquidity
needs are high at date 1. At date 2 there are many late consumers in state 1,
so consumption per capita is lower than in state 2 where there are relatively
few late consumers.
4. COMPLETE PARTICIPATION AND REDUNDANCY
Cone (1983) and Jacklin (1986) have pointed out that the beneficial effects
of banks in the Diamond–Dybvig (Diamond and Dybvig (1983)) model depend on the assumption that individuals are not allowed to trade assets at the
intermediate date. Increasing access to financial markets actually lowers welfare. If investors are allowed to participate in asset markets, then the market
allocation weakly dominates the allocation implemented by the banks.
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In this section, we show that with complete markets and complete market
participation, banks are redundant in the sense that they cannot improve on
the risk sharing achieved by markets alone. The ability of intermediaries to provide insurance against shocks to liquidity preference depends crucially on the
assumption that investors cannot participate directly in asset markets. To show
this, we first characterize an equilibrium with markets but without intermediaries. Then we show that the introduction of intermediaries is redundant.
The market data is the same as in Section 2. Investors are allowed to trade
in markets for Arrow securities at date 0 and can trade in the spot markets
for the good at date 1. Let yi denote the portfolio chosen by a representative
investor of type i and let xi (θi  η) denote the consumption bundle chosen by
an investor of type θi in state η. The investor’s choice of (xi  yi ) must solve the
decision problem:

max
λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) subject to

η

η

θi

q(η) · xi (θi  η) ≤





q(η)p(η) · yi  (1 − yi )R(η) 

∀ θi 

η

The maximization problem for the individual is similar to that of an intermediary of type i except for two things. First, there is no explicit incentive constraint
xi ∈ Xi . Second, there is no insurance provided against the realization of θi .
This is reflected in the fact that, instead of summing the budget constraint over
η and θi , it is summed over η only and must be satisfied for each θi . The ex
ante type i can redistribute wealth across states η in any way he likes, but each
type θi will get the same amount to spend in state η. As a result, for each realization of θi in a given state η, the choice of xi (θi  η) must maximize the utility
function ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) subject to a budget constraint that depends on η but
not on θi . This ensures that incentive compatibility is satisfied.
An equilibrium for this economy consists of a price system {p q} and an
attainable allocation {(xi  yi )} such that, for every type i, (xi  yi ) solves the individual investor’s problem above.
Comparing this definition of equilibrium with the intermediary equilibrium,
it is clear that an equilibrium with complete market participation cannot implement the incentive-efficient equilibrium except in the special case where there
are no gains from sharing risk against liquidity preference shocks.
The more interesting question is whether introducing intermediaries in this
context can make investors any better off. The answer, as we have suggested, is
negative. To see this, note first of all that in an equilibrium with complete participation, all that investors care about in each state is the market value of the
bundle they receive from the intermediary. If an intermediary offers a mechanism xi , the investors of type θi will report the ex post type θ̂i that maximizes
p(η) · xi (θ̂i  η) in state η. Using the Revelation Principle, there is no loss of
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generality in assuming that the value of consumption p(η) · xi (θi  η) = wi (η)
is independent of θi . But this means that the intermediary can do nothing more
than replicate the effect of the markets for Arrow securities. More precisely,
the intermediary is offering a security that pays wi (η) in state η and the intermediary’s budget constraint




q(η)wi (η) ≤
q(η)p(η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η)
η

η

ensures that {wi (η)} can be reproduced as a portfolio of Arrow securities at
the same cost.
THEOREM 3: In an equilibrium with complete market participation, the introduction of intermediaries is redundant in the sense that an equilibrium allocation in an economy with intermediaries is payoff-equivalent to (i.e., yields the
same expected utilities as) an equilibrium allocation of the corresponding economy without intermediaries.
This is, essentially, a “Modigliani–Miller” result, saying that whatever an intermediary can do can be done (and undone) by individuals trading on their
own in the financial markets.
Theorem 2 provides conditions under which an equilibrium will be incentiveefficient. However, the equilibrium described in Theorem 2 does not necessarily Pareto-dominate the equilibrium described in Theorem 3: with many
ex ante types, it is possible that one type i will be worse off in the incentiveefficient equilibrium. In the special case where there is a single ex ante type,
complete participation makes everyone worse off. The results of Cone (1983)
and Jacklin (1986) to which we referred earlier assume a single ex ante type
of investor.
5. INCOMPLETE CONTRACTS AND DEFAULT
In the benchmark model defined in Section 3, intermediaries use general,
incentive-compatible contracts. In reality, we do not observe such complex contracts. There are many reasons for this, which are well documented in the literature. These include transaction costs, asymmetric information, and the nature
of the legal system. These kinds of assumptions can justify the use of debt and
many other kinds of contracts that intermediaries use in practice. Since we are
interested in developing a general framework, we do not model any specific
justification for incomplete contracts. Instead we assume that the contract incompleteness can take any form and prove results that hold for any type of
incomplete contract.
With complete contracts, intermediaries can always meet their commitments. Default cannot occur. Once contracts are constrained to be incomplete, then it may be optimal for the intermediary to default in some states.
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In the event of default, it is assumed that the intermediary’s assets, including the Arrow securities it holds, are liquidated and the proceeds distributed
among the intermediary’s investors. For markets to be complete, which is an
assumption we maintain for the moment, the Arrow securities that the bank
issues must be default-free. Hence, we assume that these securities are collateralized and their holders have priority. Anything that is left after the Arrow
securityholders have been paid off is paid out pro rata to the depositors.
An intermediary of type i chooses a formal contract xi ∈ XiI and an indicator function B : H → {0 1}, where B(η) = 1 means that the intermediary
defaults on the formal contract. There is also a “default contract,” which describes what happens when the intermediary defaults. The “default contract”
x̄i is defined by x(θi  η) = (wi (η) 0), where wi (η) is the liquidated value of
assets in state η. The “default contract” is not part of the formal contract; it is
determined by the institution of bankruptcy (the nexus of law, courts, creditors,
and debtors) when the contract has been breached. Formally, it is possible to
describe all this as a single mechanism, which is what we do, but conceptually
there is an important difference between what the formal contract says and
what happens if the formal contract is breached. The institution of bankruptcy
is exogenous to the model, something the intermediary takes as given when
writing the contract.
Given this bankruptcy procedure, an intermediary has to choose two contracts for individuals, a formal contract xi ∈ XiI and a default contract x̄i , and
a decision rule B : H → {0 1} that indicates when the bank defaults. Then the
effective contract x̂i is defined by
(1 − B(η))xi (θi  η) + B(η)x̄i (θi  η)
for every (θi  η). Since everything is paid out at date 1 in the event of default,
investors use the short asset to provide consumption at date 2. Then the utility of a contract xi generated in this way is given by u∗i (xi (θi  η) θi ) in the
state (θi  η) and the incentive constraint is
u∗i (xi (θi  η) θi ) ≥ u∗i (xi (θ̂i  η) θi )

∀ θi  θ̂i ∈ Θi 

Let X̂i denote the set of incentive-compatible contracts generated in this way.
To demonstrate how default works, consider the following simple illustration.
EXAMPLE: Suppose that intermediaries are restricted to offering noncontingent contracts. Then xi ∈ X I if and only if
xi (θi  η) = xi (θi  η )
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for any η η ∈ H. If we assumed further that agents are either early consumers,
who value consumption at date 1, or late consumers who value consumption at
date 2, we could without loss of generality write the contract as

(c1  0) if θi = 0,
xi (θi  η) =
(0 c2 ) if θi = 1.
This contract is highly inflexible because it does not allow the intermediary to
adjust the payment across states in response to changing demands for liquidity
or changing asset returns. If default is not allowed, the intermediary is forced
to distort the contract. Default allows the intermediary to replace this inflexible
contract with the following:

if θi = 0, Bi (η) = 0,
 (c1  0)
x̂i (θi  η) = (0 c2 )
if θi = 1, Bi (η) = 0,

(wi (η) 0) if Bi (η) = 1.
The possibility of incomplete contracts is represented by restricting the
choice of contract to a subset X̂i ⊂ Xi . The theory developed in Section 3 is
essentially the same, but with Xi replaced by X̂i . With this substitution, an
intermediated equilibrium becomes an intermediated equilibrium with incomplete contracts, an incentive-efficient allocation becomes a constrained-efficient
equilibrium, and Assumption 2 becomes Assumption 2 . Then Theorem 2 can
be interpreted as a theorem about constrained-efficiency of equilibrium with
incomplete contracts but complete markets.
THEOREM 4: Under the maintained assumptions, if (p q x y) is an intermediated equilibrium with incomplete contracts and Assumption 2 is satisfied, then
the allocation (x y) is constrained-efficient.
Although this result is a direct corollary of Theorem 2, it is substantively
the most important result of the paper, for it shows that, in the presence of
complete markets, the incidence of default is optimal in a laisser-faire equilibrium. For example, consider the case where banks are restricted to using
demand deposits that promise a fixed payment at date 1. A bank may default in some states because its assets are insufficient to meet its noncontingent
commitments. Default allows the bank to make its risk-sharing contract more
contingent, that is, more complete. But if several banks default in the same
state, this may cause a financial crisis, as the simultaneous liquidation of several banks forces down asset prices, which may in turn cause distress in other
banks. Nonetheless, the theorem shows that, given complete markets for insuring against aggregate shocks, the occurrence of these crises is optimal and not
a market failure. There is no scope for welfare-improving government intervention to prevent financial crises.
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REMARK 4: The definition of constrained efficiency is formally similar to
the definition of incentive-efficiency—we simply substitute X̂i for Xi in the
latter—but there are important substantive differences. The definition of X̂
implicitly incorporates the “bankruptcy code” and requires consumers to be
autarkic once the intermediary defaults. Allowing trade after default would
complicate the theory but should not change the basic result as long as markets
for aggregate risk are complete.
REMARK 5: Alonso (1996) and Allen and Gale (1998) have argued that financial crises can sometimes be optimal, or at least Pareto-preferred to government intervention to suppress crises entirely. While these arguments have
a similar flavor to the present results, they are substantially different. Both
Alonso (1996) and Allen and Gale (1998) rely on very special examples to show
that laisser faire may be preferred to a policy of preventing financial crises.
There is no general efficiency result. In fact, Allen and Gale (1998) show that
even within the context of their example, the efficiency of financial crises is
not robust.
More importantly, there is no role for Arrow securities in the examples provided by Alonso (1996) and Allen and Gale (1998). In their models, a representative bank chooses a portfolio and deposit contract to maximize the expected
utility of the representative agent. Because of the representative agent assumption, banks are autarkic and complete markets are irrelevant. So the results
presented here are based on a different argument and apply to a much broader
class of economies.
REMARK 6: The role of Arrow securities deserves further attention in a
model with default. An Arrow security is a promise to deliver one unit of the
good in some state at date 1. It is assumed, crucially, that Arrow securities are
fully collateralized so there is no risk of default on these promises. Equivalently, traders in Arrow securities can anticipate each intermediary’s ability to
repay borrowing through Arrow securities in each state and Arrow securities
take priority over other claims on the intermediary’s assets. This means that,
at date 0, the intermediary will not be allowed to execute trades that cannot
be fulfilled at date 1 and that the intermediary’s position in Arrow securities is
settled at the beginning of date 1 before anything else happens, in particular,
before the default decision is made and before investors receive any payments.
These assumptions are restrictive but they are essential to the definition of
Arrow security markets.
REMARK 7: Default is completely voluntary in the sense that the intermediary chooses at date 0 those states in which it wishes to default. Default is not
forced on the intermediary by the budget constraint; in fact, in the presence of
complete markets it is not clear what this would mean. Because Arrow security
markets are complete, there is a single budget constraint and the intermediary
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chooses the amount of wealth allocated to each state. We do however assume
that the intermediary is committed to his default decision at date 0 and further,
that he makes the default decision in the ex ante interest of the representative
investor. These assumptions are restrictive but interesting insofar as they are
required for efficiency. We can interpret them as a description of an optimal
bankruptcy institution.
5.1. Examples
In this section we demonstrate a number of results using examples. These
results include the following:
(1) the existence (indeed necessity) of mixed equilibria;
(2) the optimality of default and crises;
(3) cash-in-the-market pricing when there is a crisis;
(4) suboptimal risk sharing with incomplete markets.
There are many examples of intermediaries that use incomplete contracts
with their depositors. As we have seen, as soon as incomplete contracts are
introduced the possibility of default must be allowed. This in turn introduces
the possibility of financial crises. In practice crises can be precipitated by a
wide array of intermediaries. Historically, however, it has been banks that have
caused most crises. In order to illustrate the model with incomplete contracts
and default we consider examples where the intermediaries are banks, that is,
they are restricted to issuing deposit contracts. A deposit contract promises a
fixed payment at date 1. If the bank is unable to meet its commitment to its
depositors, then it is liquidated and all its assets are sold. If it can meet its
commitment, depositors can keep their funds in the bank until date 2.
EXAMPLE 4: To illustrate the properties of a banking equilibrium, we revert
to the parameters from Example 1.
EXAMPLE 4A: For r ≥ 1 the first best can again be implemented as a banking
equilibrium. The first-best allocation requires that consumption at date 1 be
the same in both states, so the optimal incentive-compatible contract is in fact
a deposit contract. Moreover, bankruptcy does not occur in equilibrium. The
allocation corresponding to a pure banking equilibrium is exactly the same as
the allocation corresponding to a pure intermediated equilibrium, which as we
have seen is the same as the first best. For r = 15, for example, the equilibrium
values will be the same as for Example 1A, as shown in Table I.
The main difference between Examples 1A and 4A is that the prices supporting the first best allocation are unique in Example 1A but are not in
Example 4A. In Example 1A the general intermediaries can freely vary payoffs across states and dates so only one set of prices can support the optimal allocation. Because the banks are restricted to using deposit contracts in
Example 4A, consumption at date 1 is independent of the state as long as there
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is no bankruptcy. This prevents the banks from arbitraging between the states
at date 1. In effect, we have lost one equilibrium condition compared with the
intermediated equilibrium. Any vector of prices (q(1) q(2) p2 (1) p2 (2)) that
supports the equilibrium allocation at date 2 is consistent with a banking equilibrium. The following no-arbitrage conditions are satisfied:
(9)

q(1)p2 (1) = 33

(10)

q(2)p2 (2) = 25

(11)

q(1) + q(2) = 1

and the existence of the short asset implies that
p2 (1) ≤ 1

p2 (2) ≤ 1

Combining these conditions, it follows that the range of possible prices for
q(1) is
33 ≤ q(1) ≤ 75
The other prices are determined by (9)–(11).
For r < 1 deposit contracts cannot be used to implement the first best or
incentive-efficient allocation. In particular, a deposit contract that is consistent
with the incentive-efficient consumption in state 2 would imply bankruptcy in
state 1 (see, e.g., Example 1B). If all banks were to offer a contract that allowed
bankruptcy in state 1, they would all be forced to liquidate their assets. If they
all do this, there is no bank on the other side of the market to buy the assets and
the price of future consumption, p2 (1), falls to 0. This cannot be an equilibrium
because it would be worthwhile for an individual bank to offer a contract that
did not involve bankruptcy. This bank could then buy up all the long term asset
in state 1 at date 1 for p2 (1) = 0 and make a large profit.
This argument indicates that for r < 1 there cannot be a pure banking equilibrium with bankruptcy. There are two other possibilities. One is that there is
a pure equilibrium in which all banks remain solvent. The other is that there is
a mixed equilibrium in which banks choose different contracts and portfolios.
In particular, a group of banks with measure ρ makes choices that allow it to
remain solvent in state 1 while the remaining 1 − ρ banks go bankrupt. The
banks that are ensured of solvency are denoted type S while those that can go
bankrupt are denoted type B. It turns out that both the pure equilibrium with
all banks remaining solvent and the mixed equilibrium can occur when r < 1.
EXAMPLE 4B: For 90 ≤ r < 1 there is a pure banking equilibrium in which
all the banks choose to remain solvent (ρ = 1). There is again a range of
prices that can support the allocation. Type-S banks stay solvent by lowering
the amount promised at date 1, lowering their investment in the short asset
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and increasing their investment in the long asset. The equilibrium values for
the case where r = 95 are shown in Table I. The range of q(1) that will support the allocation and prevent entry by type B banks is 55 < q(1) < 77. The
other prices are determined by the equilibrium conditions:
q(1)p2 (1) = 54
q(2)p2 (2) = 24
q(1) + q(2) = 1
EXAMPLE 4C: For 0 < r < 90 there exists a mixed banking equilibrium.
At the boundary r = 90, the set of prices that will support the equilibrium of
the type shown in Example 4B shrinks to a singleton: (q(1) = 2/3 q(2) = 1/3).
For values of r < 90 but close to 90 the proportion of type-S banks is large
(ρ ≈ 1). As r falls, the proportion of type-B banks rises until as r goes to 0 the
proportion of type-B banks 1−ρ approaches 1. The mixed banking equilibrium
corresponding to r = 5 is shown in Table I. The proportion of type-S banks is
ρ = 35. As in the earlier examples, the portfolios of individual banks are indeterminate. It is only the aggregate portfolio that is determined by the equilibrium conditions.
The pricing of assets in state 1 in Example 4C illustrates the principle of
“cash-in-the-market pricing.” When the type-B banks go bankrupt in state 1
they have to liquidate all their holdings of the long asset. These are purchased
by the type-S banks who use all of their spare liquidity to do so. In making the
decision on how much of the short asset to hold they trade off the benefits of
liquidity in the low output state with the cost of holding idle funds in the high
output state.
The effect of cash-in-the-market pricing can be seen if we compare this example with Example 1B. The price of the long asset is 5 ×1 = 5 in Example 1B
and 5 × 9 = 45 in the present example. It can easily be shown that the price
of the long asset could be depressed further by changing the parameters. For
example, the lower the probability of the low-output state, the less liquidity the
type-S bank will hold and the lower the price of the long asset will be in the
low-output state.
The mixed equilibrium in Example 4C illustrates a number of interesting
phenomena. First, banks serving identical depositors may do quite different
things in equilibrium. One subset will find it optimal to follow a safe strategy
and avoid the risk of bankruptcy. Another subset will follow a risky strategy that
makes bankruptcy inevitable in state 1. As a result, even when all investors are
identical ex ante, there can be a financial crisis in which some banks remain
solvent while others go under. In the context of the example, the crisis is more
severe when the state-1 return r is lower. However, the results in Section 5
show that these crises are consistent with the constrained efficiency of equilibrium. There is no justification for intervention or regulation of the financial
system. A planner could not do better.
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Many analyses of banking assume that there is a technology for early liquidation of the long term asset. The resulting equilibria are typically symmetric.
This example illustrates that this assumption materially changes the form of
the equilibrium. With endogenous liquidation one group of banks must provide liquidity to the market and this results in mixed equilibria.
A comparison of Example 4C with Example 1 shows the importance of noncontingent contracts in causing financial crises. In Example 1 the ability to use
state contingent contracts with investors means that bankruptcy never occurs
and as a result there is never a crisis. However, with deposit contracts crises of
varying severity always occur in the low output state.
There are a number of other types of equilibrium, depending on whether the
short asset is held between date 1 and date 2 and the number of ex ante groups.
The properties of these equilibria are similar to those illustrated in Examples
1 and 2 and will not be repeated here.
In Example 4 it was assumed that markets are complete. However, it can
straightforwardly be seen that with incomplete markets the allocation in each
case would be the same. In Examples 4A and 4B there is only one ex ante type
in equilibrium and they all do the same thing so the open interest in Arrow securities is zero and there is no role for risk sharing. In the mixed equilibrium of
Example 4C there are two types of banks providing different allocations even
though ex ante all investors are identical. Complete markets do not help risk
sharing, however. The reason is that the contract forms restrict the amounts
that can be paid out and the trade-offs given these mean that no improvement
can be made. The only difference in Example 4C if markets are incomplete
is the equilibrium holdings of assets of the two banks are now unique. The
type-S banks hold 82 of the short asset and the type-B banks hold 59 of it.
This fact that complete markets does not make a difference here is clearly a
special case as the next example, which mixes Example 2 and Example 4C,
demonstrates.
EXAMPLE 5A: The example is the same as Example 2 except that contracts are incomplete. There are risk averse type-A investors and risk neutral
type-N investors, r = 5, and there are complete Arrow security markets. It can
straightforwardly be seen that the equilibrium is exactly the same as that shown
in Table I for Example 2. The type-A banks can use a deposit contract promising 1 at date 1 to implement the optimal allocation. Similarly the type-N banks
can use a deposit contract promising 0 at date 1.
EXAMPLE 5B: This example is the same as Example 5A except now there
are no Arrow securities so markets are incomplete. Here it can be seen that
the equilibrium is essentially the same as in Example 4C. The banks for the
type-A investors behave exactly as in Example 4C. The banks for the type-N investors do not find it worthwhile to enter the markets that do exist. They simply
put all their customers’ endowment in the long asset and pay out 0 at date 1
and whatever is produced at date 2.
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A comparison of Examples 5A and 5B demonstrates the crucial role that
complete markets can play. With complete markets the financial system produces the first best allocation. However, with incomplete markets the allocation is much worse. Moreover the incompleteness of markets leads to default
and crises in equilibrium.
In conclusion, the examples in this section have demonstrated the results
mentioned initially. First, Example 4C has shown that a mixed equilibrium can
exist. When there is only one type of bank they cannot all go bankrupt at the
same time. If they did there would be nobody to buy their assets and the assets’
price would fall to 0. This cannot be an equilibrium though since it would be
worthwhile for a bank to stay solvent and buy up all the assets at the 0 price.
As a result the equilibrium must be mixed.
Second, Example 4C shows that default can be optimal for the banks. Theorem 4 shows that the crises that result from banks’ defaulting are also socially
optimal. In fact crises are necessary for the constrained-efficient allocation to
be achieved.
Third, the logic demonstrating the existence of mixed equilibria shows how
cash-in-the-market pricing occurs. In making their decision on how much of
the short asset to hold, the solvent banks take into account the fact that if
there is a crisis they can buy up the long asset cheaply and trade this off against
the cost of not investing in the long asset at date 0 and rolling over the liquidity
in state 2.
Fourth, Example 5 demonstrates the important role of complete markets.
With incomplete markets the equilibrium is completely different from the one
with complete markets. Not only is risk sharing much better with complete
markets but also there are no crises.
6. INCOMPLETE MARKETS AND LIQUIDITY REGULATION
The absence of markets for insuring individual liquidity shocks does not by
itself lead to market failure. As we showed in Section 3, intermediaries with
complete contracts can achieve an incentive-efficient allocation of risk under
certain conditions. We showed in Section 5, under the same conditions, that
intermediaries with incomplete contracts can achieve a constrained-efficient allocation of risk. Two assumptions are crucial for these results: markets for aggregate uncertainty are complete (there is an Arrow security for each state η)
and market participation is limited. Markets for aggregate risk allow intermediaries to share risk among different ex ante types of investor and limited participation allows intermediaries to offer insurance against the realization of
ex post types.
In order to generate a market failure and provide some role for government intervention, an additional friction must be introduced. Here we assume that it comes in the form of incomplete markets for aggregate risk. There
are two sources of aggregate risk in this model. One is the return to the
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risky asset R(η); the other is the distribution of investors’ liquidity preferences λ(θi  η). Although there is a continuum of investors, correlated liquidity
shocks give rise to aggregate fluctuations in the demand for liquidity.
Market incompleteness may be expected to vary according to the source of
the risk. On the one hand, asset returns can be hedged using markets for stock
and interest rate options and futures. For example, financial markets allow intermediaries to take hedging positions on future asset prices and interest rates.
Additional hedges can be synthesized using dynamic trading strategies. On the
other hand, liquidity shocks seem harder to hedge. Asset prices and interest
rates are functions of the aggregate distribution of liquidity shocks in the economy. Inverting this relationship, we can use asset prices and interest rates to
infer the average demand for liquidity, but not the liquidity shock experienced
by a particular intermediary. Hence, trading options and futures will not allow
intermediaries to provide insurance against their own liquidity shocks. So markets for hedging liquidity shocks are likely to be more incomplete than the
markets for hedging asset returns.
We analyze a polar case below: we assume that there exist complete markets
for hedging asset return shocks, but no markets for hedging liquidity shocks.
Since complete markets for asset-return shocks permit efficient sharing of that
risk, we might as well assume that asset returns are nonstochastic. In what follows, we adopt the simplifying assumption that the return to the long asset is a
constant r > 1 and the only aggregate uncertainty comes from liquidity shocks.
We continue to assume that each intermediary serves a single type of investor. Let xi denote the mechanism and yi the portfolio chosen by the representative intermediary of type i. The problem faced by the intermediary is to
choose (xi  yi ) to maximize the expected utility of the representative depositor
subject to multiple, state-contingent budget constraints:

max
λ(θi  η)ui (xi (θi  η) θi ) subject to
η

θi

xi ∈ Xi 



λ(θi  η)p(η) · xi (θi  η) ≤ p(η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 

∀ η

θi

The incompleteness of markets is reflected in the fact that there is a separate
budget constraint for each aggregate state of nature η, rather than a single
budget constraint that integrates surpluses and deficits across all states.
With incomplete markets, the existence of welfare-improving interventions
is well known in many contexts (cf. Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1996)).
Rather than pursuing general inefficiency results, we investigate a more specific policy intervention: Is there too much or too little liquidity in a laisserfaire equilibrium? The interest of the results follows not from the existence of
a policy that increases welfare, but rather from the precise characterization
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of the optimal (small) intervention to regulate liquidity. Our intuition suggests
that market provision of liquidity will be too low when markets are incomplete.
However, even in an equilibrium with a lot of structure, our analysis shows that
whether there is too much or too little liquidity depends crucially on the degree
of relative risk aversion.
We identify liquidity regulation with manipulation of portfolio choices at the
first date. For example, a lower bound on the amount of the short asset held
by intermediaries can be interpreted as a reserve requirement. We examine
regulation in the context of an economy with Diamond–Dybvig preferences.
As usual, there are n ex ante types of investors i = 1     n. The ex ante types
are symmetric and the size of each type is normalized to µi = 1. There are two
ex post types, called early consumers and late consumers. Early consumers only
value consumption at date 1, while late consumers only value consumption at
date 2. The ex ante utility function of type i is defined by
ui (c1  c2  θi ) = (1 − θi )U(c1 ) + θi U(c2 )
where θi ∈ {0 1}. The period utility function U : R+ → R is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies the usual neoclassical properties, U  (c) > 0,
U  (c) < 0, and limc 0 U  (c) = ∞.
Each intermediary is characterized at date 1 by the proportions of early and
late consumers among its customers. Call these proportions the intermediary’s
type. Then aggregate risk is characterized by the distribution of types of intermediary at date 1. We assume that the cross-sectional distribution of types is
constant and that there is no variation in the total demand for liquidity. In this
sense there is no aggregate uncertainty. However, individual intermediaries receive different liquidity shocks: some intermediaries will have high demand for
liquidity and some will have low demand for liquidity. The asset market is used
to reallocate liquidity from intermediaries with a surplus of liquidity to intermediaries with a deficit of liquidity. It is only the cross-sectional distribution of
liquidity shocks that does not vary. To make this precise, we need additional
notation. We identify the state η with the n-tuple (η1      ηn ), where ηi is the
fraction of investors of type i who are early consumers in state η. The fraction of early consumers takes a finite number of values, denoted by 0 < σk < 1,
where k = 1     K. We assume that the marginal distribution of ηi is the same
for every type i and that the cross-sectional distribution is the same for every
state η. Formally, let λk denote the ex ante probability that the
proportion of
early consumers is σk . Let Hik = {η ∈ H : ηi = σk }. Then λk = η∈Hik λi (0 η),
for every k and every type i. Ex post, λk equals the fraction of ex ante types with
a proportion σk of early consumers. Then λk = n−1 #{i : ηi = σk }, for every k
and every state η.
The return on the long asset is nonstochastic,
R(η) = r > 1

∀ η
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The only aggregate uncertainty in the model relates to the distribution of liquidity shocks across the different ex ante types i.
In what follows, we focus on symmetric equilibrium, in which the prices at
dates 1 and 2 are independent of the realized state η and the choices of the
intermediaries at date 0 are independent of the ex ante type i. Let the good
at date 1 be the numeraire and let p denote the price of the good at date 2
in terms of the good at date 1. At date 0 the representative intermediary of
type i chooses a portfolio yi = y and a consumption mechanism xi (η) = x(ηi )
to solve the following problem:

max
(12)
λk {σk U(x1 (σk )) + (1 − σk )U(x2 (σk ))} subject to
k

σk x1 (σk ) + (1 − σk )px2 (σk ) ≤ y + pr(1 − y)
x1 (σk ) ≤ x2 (σk )

∀ k

∀ k

The incentive constraint x1 (σk ) ≤ x2 (σk ) is never binding. To see this, drop
the incentive constraint and solve the relaxed problem. The special earlyconsumer, late-consumer structure of preferences and the assumption r > 1
imply that the incentive constraint is automatically satisfied by the solution to
the relaxed problem.
A symmetric equilibrium consists of an array (p x y) such that (x y)
solves the problem (12) for the equilibrium price p and the market-clearing
conditions
K


λk σk x1 (σk ) ≤ y

k=1
K


λk {σk x1 (σk ) + (1 − σk )x2 (σk )} = y + r(1 − y)

k=1

are satisfied.
To study the effect of regulation of intermediaries, we take as given the
choice of portfolio y at date 0 and consider the determination of the consumption mechanism x and the market-clearing price p. Call (p x y) a regulated equilibrium if x solves the problem (12) for the given values of p and y,
and (x y) satisfies the market-clearing conditions (15).
Suppose that (p x y) is a regulated equilibrium and p > p∗ = 1/r. Then
the short asset is dominated by the long asset between dates 0 and 1 and no
one will want to hold the short asset. If the regulator requires intermediaries to
hold a minimum amount of the short asset, then each intermediary will want to
hold the minimum. In that case, (x y) solves the maximization problem (12)
subject to the additional constraint y ≥ ȳ for an appropriately chosen value
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of ȳ. Similarly, if p < p∗ , then the long asset is dominated and (x y) solves the
maximization problem subject to an additional constraint y ≤ ȳ. Thus, any regulated equilibrium can be interpreted as an equilibrium in which the intermediaries choose the mechanism x and the portfolio y to maximize the expected
utility of the depositors subject to a constraint that requires them to hold a minimum amount of the short asset in the case p > p∗ or of the long asset in the
case p < p∗ . In this sense, the regulator can implement the regulated equilibrium (p x y) by imposing an appropriate constraint ȳ on the intermediaries’
portfolio choice.
By manipulating the intermediaries’ portfolio choice, the regulator is able
to manipulate the equilibrium price p. The welfare effect of this change in
price depends on the degree of risk aversion. We can state a positive result
for regulatory policy as follows: it is possible to increase welfare by imposing
a lower bound on intermediaries’ holdings of the short asset if the degree of
relative risk aversion is greater than one. More precisely, let W (p) denote the
expected utility of the typical depositor in the regulated equilibrium (p x y).
THEOREM 5: If (p∗  x∗  y ∗ ) is a symmetric equilibrium and −U  (c)c/
U (c) > 1, then for some ȳ > y ∗ there is a regulated equilibrium (p x y) in
which intermediaries are required to hold at least ȳ units of the short asset and
W (p) > W (p∗ ).


The proof of this result is in the Appendix. The key step in the argument is
provided by the following lemma, which shows how the degree of risk aversion
determines the welfare effect of a change in the regulated equilibrium price.
LEMMA 6: For any p > p∗ sufficiently close to p∗ , W (p) > W (p∗ ) if
(13)

−

U  (c)c
> 1
U  (c)

For any p < p∗ sufficiently close to p∗ , W (p) > W (p∗ ) if
−

U  (c)c
< 1
U  (c)

For the proof see the Appendix.
So an increase in liquidity (increase in the price of the long asset) may increase or decrease welfare, depending on the degree of risk aversion.
The intuition behind this result is the following. When relative risk aversion
is high, optimal risk sharing requires that consumption at date 1 be higher
than the present value of consumption at date 2, that is, c1 > pc2 . An increase
in the fraction of early consumers σ, ceteris paribus, implies an increase in the
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present value of total consumption σc1 + (1 − σ)pc2 . In order to satisfy the
budget constraint,
σc1 + (1 − σ)pc2 = y + pr(1 − y)
both c1 and c2 must fall (efficient risk-sharing implies that c1 and c2 always rise
and fall together). Then (1 − σ)c2 , the total consumption at date 2, falls and
the budget constraint implies that σc1 , the total demand for liquidity at date 1,
rises. So per capita consumption at dates 1 and 2 and demand for liquidity go
in opposite directions. From this it follows that, when σ is high, σc1 > y and
(1 − σ)c2 < r(1 − y), so an increase in liquidity (increase in p), has a positive
income effect and raises consumption and, when σ is low, an increase in liquidity has the opposite effect. Thus, an increase in liquidity lowers consumption in
good states (where per capita consumption is high) and raises it in bad states
(where per capita consumption is low). This transfer from high-consumption
states to low-consumption states raises welfare. When relative risk aversion is
low, the argument works in the opposite direction. The welfare effect depends
on the correlation between equilibrium consumption and the liquidity shocks.
The preceding analysis assumes intermediaries offer complete contracts.
A parallel analysis with incomplete (deposit) contracts reaches similar conclusions (Allen and Gale (2000c)).
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have argued that, contrary to the conventional wisdom, it is not axiomatic
that financial crises are bad from a welfare point of view. In fact, we have presented conditions under which they are essential for constrained efficiency.
This should give economists pause for thought. Although the conditions for
efficiency are restrictive, they are no more so than the conditions usually required for efficiency of general equilibrium. We should also note that, while
the focus of this paper is on a rudimentary model of banks and financial intermediaries, the basic ideas have a wider application. Wherever incompletely
contingent contracts, such as debt contracts, are used, there is the possibility of
default. In the absence of complete markets for the aggregate risks involved, financial crises in the form of widespread default may constitute a market failure
requiring some form of intervention by the financial regulator.
The model we have used is special in several respects. For example, we have
assumed that investors are condemned to autarky after a default. A more realistic model would allow intermediaries to enter and offer deposit contracts
to investors whose intermediaries have defaulted at date 1. We have seen, in
Section 4, that incentive-efficient risk sharing requires limited participation in
markets. In particular, we cannot allow investors to deal with more than one
bank at a time. If investors could deal with a second bank ex post, this could
undermine the incentive constraints in the original contract and result in lower
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welfare. However, once an intermediary has defaulted, there is no reason to
prevent investors from accepting contracts with the surviving intermediaries
and thus avoiding the inefficiency that arises from being excluded from asset
markets. This would be more complicated, but would not fundamentally alter
the results, as long as entry occurs after the original intermediary has defaulted
and liquidated its assets.
Although we have tried to lay the groundwork for a welfare analysis of financial crises, we have only scratched the surface as far as the study of optimal
regulation of the financial system is concerned. In particular, the role of central
banking requires a much richer model of the monetary system and monetary
policy. We have also avoided analyzing aggregate uncertainty in the context of
incomplete markets and the possible role this provides for the central bank as a
lender of last resort. We have not explored the interaction of the financial sector and the real sector, which is where the impact of financial crises is largely
felt (Bernanke and Gertler (1989)).
These are all clearly subjects for future work.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS
A.1. Proof of Theorem 2
The argument follows the lines of the familiar proof of the first fundamental theorem of welfare economics. Let (x y p q) be an equilibrium and suppose, contrary to what we want to show,
j
j
that there is an attainable mixed allocation {(ρj  xi  yi )} that makes some ex ante types better off
and none worse off. If type (i j) is (strictly) better off under the new allocation, then clearly



 j

j
j
q(η)
λ(θi  η)p(η) · xi (θi  η) >
q(η)p(η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 
η

or

j
j
(xi  yi )

η

θi

would have been chosen. The next thing to show is that for every ex ante type (i j)



 j

j
j
q(η)
λ(θi  η)p(η) · xi (θi  η) ≥
q(η)p(η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 
η

η

θi

If not, then by Assumption 2 it is possible to find a feasible mechanism xi such that (xi  yi )
satisfies the budget constraint and makes type i (strictly) better off than (xi  yi ), contradicting the
definition of equilibrium. Then summing the budget constraints for all types (i j) we have
 

j
ρj
q(η)
λ(θi  η)p(η) · xi (θi  η)
j

η

ij

>


ij

ρj


η

θi

 j

j
q(η)p(η) · yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 
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q(η)p(η) ·

η


ij

j

λ(θi  η)ρj xi (θi  η) >



q(η)p(η) ·

η

θi



 j

j
ρj yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 

ij

The market-clearing conditions imply that, for each state η, either


  j

j
j
λ(θi  η)
ρj xi (θi  η) =
ρj yi  (µi − yi )R(η)
θi

i

j

i

j

if all the good is consumed at date 1, or p1 (η) = p2 (η) and

 j
  j j

j
j
λ(θi  η)ρj xi1 (θi  η) + xi2 (θi  η) =
ρ yi + (µi − yi )R(η) 
θi

ij

ij

if some of the good is stored until date 2. In either case,

  j

j
p(η) ·
λ(θi  η)ρj xj (θi  η) = p(η) ·
ρj yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 
ij

θi

ij

Multiplying this equation by q(η) and summing over η yields


q(η)p(η) ·
λ(θi  η)ρj xj (θi  η)
η

ij

=


η

q(η)p(η) ·

θi



 j

j
ρj yi  (µi − yi )R(η) 

ij

in contradiction of the inequality (14). This completes the proof.
A.2. Proof of Lemma 6
PROPOSITION 7: There exists a unique symmetric equilibrium (p∗  x∗  y ∗ ).
PROOF: Uniqueness. The Inada conditions imply that the optimal mechanism will provide positive consumption at both dates, so both assets are held in equilibrium. Both assets will be held
between date 0 and date 1 only if the returns on the two assets are equal. If pr > 1, then the
return on the long asset is greater than the return on the short asset between dates 0 and 1 and
no one will hold the latter; if pr < 1, then the return on the short asset is greater than the return
on the long asset between dates 0 and 1 and no one will hold the long asset. Then equilibrium
requires that p = 1/r at date 1 (Allen and Gale (1994)).
At the price p = 1/r, the short asset is dominated between dates 1 and 2 so no one will hold
it. It follows that all consumption at date 1 is provided by the short asset and all consumption at
date 2 is provided by the long asset. Then the market-clearing conditions are
K


(15)

λk σk x1 (σk ) = ny

k=1
K


λk (1 − σk )x2 (σk ) = nr(1 − y)

k=1

At the price p = 1/r, intermediaries are indifferent between the two assets at date 0. Thus, the
quantities of the assets held in equilibrium are determined by the market-clearing conditions.
Finally, note that at the price p = 1/r, the right-hand side of the budget constraint in (12)
is equal to 1 for all k, so the choice of x is independent of y. Strict concavity implies that
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there is at most one solution to the maximization problem. Hence, the equilibrium values are
uniquely determined.
Existence. The existence of a symmetric equilibrium follows directly from the existence of a
solution of the intermediary’s decision problem (12). A solution exists because the choice set is
compact and the objective function is continuous. The objective function is increasing, so the
budget constraint holds as an equation for each k. Summing the budget constraint over k we get

λk {σk x1 (σk ) + (1 − σk )px2 (σk )} = n
k

where p = 1/r. Clearly, there exists a value of 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 such that the market-clearing conditions (15) are satisfied. Then (p x y) constitutes a symmetric equilibrium.
Q.E.D.
To study the effect of regulation of intermediaries, we take as given the choice of portfolio y at
date 0 and consider the determination of the consumption mechanism x and the market-clearing
price p. Call (p x y) a regulated equilibrium if x solves the problem (12) for the given values of
p and y, and (x y) satisfies the market-clearing conditions (15).
PROPOSITION 8: For any p sufficiently close to p∗ , there exists a unique regulated equilibrium (p x y).
PROOF: Uniqueness. At any price p close to p∗ , the short asset is dominated between dates
1 and 2 so no one will hold it. It follows that all consumption at date 1 is provided by the short
asset and all consumption at date 2 is provided by the long asset. Then the market-clearing conditions are
K


λk σk x1 (σk ) = ny

k=1

K


λk (1 − σk )x2 (σk ) = nr(1 − y)

k=1

The budget constraints are
σk x1 (σk ) + (1 − σk )px2 (σk ) = y + pr(1 − y)
for each k. For the given (p y), strict concavity implies that there is at most one solution to the
maximization problem. Hence, the equilibrium values are uniquely determined. If there exist two,
distinct, regulated equilibria (p x y) and (p x  y  ), say, then from the budget constraints and
the fact that consumption at each date is a normal good, consumption must be uniformly higher
at each date in one regulated equilibrium. But this is clearly impossible from the market-clearing
conditions. Hence, there is at most one regulated equilibrium.
Existence. Similar to the proof of Proposition 7.
Q.E.D.
A.2.1. Proof of the Lemma
Let X(σk  p y) = (X1 (σk  p y) X2 (σk  p y)) denote the optimal mechanism for each value
of (p y). An optimal mechanism is one that solves the problem:
max σk U(x1 (σk )) + (1 − σk )U(x2 (σk )) subject to
σk x1 (σk ) + (1 − σk )x2 (σk )/r ≤ y + pr(1 − y)
for each k. The necessary and sufficient conditions for this are
(16)

U  (X1 (σk ; p y)) = rU  (X2 (σk ; p y))

and
(17)
for every k.

σk X1 (σk ; p y) + (1 − σk )pX2 (σk ; p y) = y + pr(1 − y)
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The function X(σk  p y) is well defined and continuously differentiable for every (p y) in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of (p∗  y ∗ ). This follows from the implicit function theorem and
the regularity of the system (16)–(17) at (p∗  y ∗ ):

 
U (X1 (σk ; p∗  y ∗ )) −rU  (X2 (σk ; p∗  y ∗ ))
= 0
det
(1 − σk )p∗
σk
The market-clearing condition can be written as
K


λk σk X1 (σk ; p y) = y

k=1

since the other market-clearing condition is automatically satisfied by Walras’ law. To show the
existence of a regulated equilibrium for each p sufficiently close to p∗ we can use the implicit
function theorem again, noting that

 K
K

∂ 
∂X1 (σk ; p∗  y ∗ )
λk σk X1 (σk ; p y) − y =
λk σk
−1
∂y k=1
∂y
k=1
= −1
because y + p∗ r(1 − y) = 1 is independent of y.
We next calculate the change in expected utility caused by a small change in p at p∗ :
d 
λk {σk U(X1 (σk ; p y)) + (1 − σk )U(X2 (σk ; p y))}
dp k
 
∂X1
=
λk σk U  (X1 (σk ; p y))
(σk ; p y)
∂p
k
+ (1 − σk )U  (X2 (σk ; p y))
=


k

=



∂X2
(σk ; p y)
∂p


∂X1
∂X2
λk U  (X2 (σk ; p y)) rσk
(σk ; p y) + (1 − σk )
(σk ; p y)
∂p
∂p
λk U  (X2 (σk ; p y)){r(1 − y) − (1 − σk )X2 (σk ; p y)}

k

Now suppose that the degree of relative risk aversion is less than one (the other case can be dealt
with in exactly the same way). Then (16) implies that
rx1 (σk ) < x2 (σk )

∀ σk 

This in turn implies that x1 (σk ) and (1 − σk )x2 (σk ) move in opposite directions. To see this, note
that, within a fixed equilibrium, an increase in (1 − σk ) must lead to a decrease in consumption at both dates (this follows directly from the fact that x1 (σk ) < x2 (σk )/r). Then σk x1 (σk )
falls as (1 − σk ) increases and so in order to satisfy the budget constraint it must be the case
that (1 − σk )x2 (σk )/r increases. Assuming the distributions are not degenerate, it must be the
case that

λk U  (X2 (σk ; p y)){r(1 − y) − (1 − σk )X2 (σk ; p y)}
k

>


k

= 0

λk U  (X2 (σk ; p y))


k

λk {r(1 − y) − (1 − σk )X2 (σk ; p y)}
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where the last equation follows from the market-clearing condition,

λk (1 − σk )X2 (σk ; p y) = r(1 − y)
k
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